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The Legend of Heroes: Trails of
Cold Steel is a new fantasy action
RPG developed by Bandai Namco

Studios under its brand. In the
game, players assume the role of
an Elgrand, an armored warrior of

the Imperial Family. In an era
where the Nobility rule over the
vast Kingdom of Erebonia, the

player becomes a member of the
prestigious 10th Class Classroom

Eleven of the prestigious Steel
Rebellion High School, and later,
leads the youth of the Imperial
Family at the Crossbell Defense
College. While the fate of the
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world is in peril, players have the
mission of protecting the country,
and leading its youth to a bright
future. * All efforts are made to

provide accurate World Wide Web
numbers (URLs). Numbers

provided by public sources are
deemed reliable. However, we

cannot guarantee the accuracy or
completeness of these numbers.
© 2014 Nobunaga's Ambition the
Second. All Rights Reserved. All
Ghirardi's Ice Cream." "What's
wrong with that?" "Nothing for

you." "You've got to find another
way in." "Al..." "I gotta find

another way in." "No." "Don't." "If
you can't go in the front door,

don't go in the back door." "I need
a new plan." "All right." "Hey, kid."

"What's your name?" "Fred."
"Fred, I need you to promise me
something." "If I ever ask you to
do something that you think is

crazy, all right, you just say no."
"That's all you have to do." "Now,
what am I asking you to do?" "And
who is gonna know?" " Hey, what
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are you doing?" "What are you
doing?" " I'm just looking at the
moon." "The moon." "Yeah, it's

amazing how something so bright
can look so close." " So close." "
Yeah." "All right." "Listen, Fred, I
need you to do me a favor." "I

need you to watch this house for a
couple hours." " Will you do that?"
" Yeah." "All right." "I'm counting
on you." "You're my boy, Fred."
"All right." "So for $5,000, I can

give you a nice chunk of this here
vintage." "Yeah, it's a sweet piece,
the '55." "No, that's not $5,000."
"You're not understanding what

I'm saying

Features Key:
Manga Contest: Award given to the most popular image-based

anime/manga illustrations. You can win great prizes for your work,
including platinum cards from popular games, items and more. The

winner will get their work posted on the official KISSAnime.com
multimedia store, and on MangaDepository.com.

Multilayer Ranking: Multilayer ranking rewards for your activities. In
the game, you can compete with your friends, or get ranked by other

players.
Participate in Sakura No Ketsuban: White Day: A sale event that lasts
until Oct. 27. Start playing before the moon starts to shine, and get a

rich bounty of gifts and coupons. Find out more details at !
Sakura No Ketsuban collaboration campaign: This campaign is
organized by TreeHouse, inc. This sale campaign is for the new

scenario added in V1.4 update. Those who purchase the scenario
and join, or just join the event, will be awarded special hauls and

professional support from TreeHouse, inc.
Order Items That You Can't Get Through Another Way:
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